During the last ten years, the term appropriation has become ubiquitous in the discourse of many disciplines, but -despite its manifest usefulness in academic argument -it remains conceptually unstable. The focus of this essay collection on the cultural processes of appropriation offers an opportunity, first, to trace out the recent history of the concept of appropriation as it developed in various fields of study, and then to examine the complexity of "cultural process" as revealed by medieval and early modern examples.
concept, "as if what is taken is ever repaid." 11 The fundamentally active nature of appropriation is manifest in its etymology, from the Latin verb appropriare, "to make one's own," a combination of "ad, meaning 'to,' with the notion of 'rendering to,' and proprius, 'own or personal.' " 12 Beyond the simple acknowledgment of borrowing or influence, what the concept of appropriation stresses is, above all, the motivation for the appropriation: to gain power over. 13 Because of its associations with power, the term appropriation had a negative charge when it was first popularized within cultural studies. Drawing on Foucault's notion of social discourse as a system of regulation, theorists analyzed the production of cultural meanings that occurred through the appropriation of an "other." Edward Said's Orientalism (1978) is the classic locus for such a description; it emphasizes the way the West used representations of "the Orient" to fulfill its own desires and consolidate its own power. Said offered a binary model of cultural relations for which, as Nelson points out, "in every cultural appropriation there are those who act and those who are acted upon, and for those whose memories and cultural identities are manipulated by aesthetic, academic, economic, or political appropriations, the consequences can be disquieting or painful. " 14 According to this concept of "appropriation," the model is always a relationship between cultural unequals -a dominant culture that appropriates and a weaker culture that has no control over its representations or productsand it triggered a crisis within such fields as anthropology and art. These were disciplines for which other cultures and their artifacts were central objects of study, but that relationship had usually been seen as neutral or even laudatory. Whereas early anthropology had conceived of its mission as "salvage," studying vanishing tribes and subcultures around the world, now questions were asked about the ideological implications of ethnographic practices, including the writing of ethnographies. As James Clifford observed in Writing Culture-a collection that captured the excitement and anxiety of that pivotal moment within his field-"Anthropology no longer speaks with automatic authority for others defined as unable to speak for themselves ('primitive,' 'pre-literate,' 'without history')." 15 Within the art world also, questions about the legitimacy of taking artifacts from a less wealthy or powerful culture began to be raised in tandem with the question of how those "others" were to be represented. 16 Craig Owens articulated the major point in 1982: "[T]he person who represents the world is transformed, through the act of representation, from a subjective being enmeshed in space and time -by which he is, in a sense possessed-into a transcendent, objective Mind that appropriates reality for itself and, by appropriating it, dominates it. . . . Representation is thus defined as appropriation and is thereby constituted as an apparatus of power." 17 The political and economic issues raised by the practice of the dominant society's "taking-from a culture that is not [its] own -of intellectual property, cultural expressions or artifacts, history and ways of knowledge" were then taken up within cultural property law. 18 This binary model of cultural appropriation, which was dominant during the 1980s, provoked theoretical resistence by the late 1980s from those who argued that it silenced the "other." In "Problems in Current Theories of Colonial Discourse," Benita Parry noted the deconstructive tendency to produce "a theory assigning absolute power to the hegemonic discourse in constituting and disarticulating the native." She criticized even the leading postcolonial theorist, Gayatri Spivak, for constructing an account of colonialism in which "the European agent in consolidating the imperialist Sovereign Self, induces the native to collude in its own subject(ed) formation as other and voiceless. Thus while protesting at the obliteration of the native's subject position in the text of imperialism, Spivak in her project gives no speaking part to the colonized." 19 Postcolonial theory of the last decade has only intensified this critique of Western hegemony, and has turned its attention to the ways in which "natives," "subalterns," and "others" may in fact be agents rather than powerless victims, capable of resisting or subverting the imposed agenda even as they appear to be adopting the tools of the dominant culture. Homi Bhabha offers an image of "colonial mimicry" as ambivalent "(almost the same, but not quite)," a replication that by its incompleteness reveals the limitations in the disciplinary discourse, "so that mimicry is at once resemblance and menace." 20 Mary Louise Pratt coined the term contact zone to describe "the space of colonial encounters, the space in which peoples geographically and historically separated come into contact with each other and establish ongoing relations, usually involving conditions of coercion, radical inequality, and intractable conflict." Within contact zones what ethnographers call transculturation may occur. The term calls attention to the ways that "subordinated or marginalized groups select and invent from materials transmitted to them by a dominant or metropolitan culture." 21 Homi Bhabha employs the term liminal for the contact zone, calling attention to the "interstitial passage between fixed identifications" that "opens up the possibility of a cultural hybridity that entertains difference without an assumed or imposed hierarchy." 22 Critics analyzing Caribbean culture and language speak of métissage or creolization for the mixing of cultural forms that disrupts the oppressive unitary identity. 23 Even performance studies and queer studies have drawn from other disciplines to produce José Esteban Muñoz's concept of "disidentification" for the minority subject, as a "mode of recycling or re-forming an object that has already been invested with powerful energy" by the dominant culture. 24 In a critique of Gramsci's idea of hegemony, James C. Scott has described "hidden transcripts" and techniques such as disguise or concealment by which the ostensibly powerless resist domination. Usually the subordinates appear to assent to the public script by which the dominant group performs its power; and there may be sites and occasions (often associated with popular culture) that allow the voicing or enacting of dissent without producing retribution. Scott argues that:
what permits subordinate groups to undercut the authorized cultural norms is the fact that cultural expression by virtue of its polyvalent symbolism and metaphor lends itself to disguise. By the subtle use of codes one can insinuate into a ritual, a pattern of dress, a song, a story, meanings that are accessible to one intended audience and opaque to another audience the actors wish to exclude. 25 Slaveholders in nineteenth-century America might have suspected that the popularity of Joshua and Moses in slave Christianity had something to do with their roles as liberators of oppressed peoples, but the resistant messages encoded as Old Testament figures "passed" in the disguise of "authorized" religion. Likewise, Filipino populations were able to reinterpret the Passion rituals of Holy Week that had been imposed by their Hispanic masters, infusing the orthodox plays with a folk sensibility. 26 Despite our difficulties in gaining access to historical experiences of subordinated peoples, there are studies such as those of the sixteenthcentury Nahua in New Spain that reveal how (employing the newly alphabetized Nahuatl) they were able to appropriate the European other they encountered to their own mythic and historical narratives. As Jorge Klor de Alva notes, "[T]he Christian discourse preached by the friars and the political one taught by the Spanish military and Crown officials are appropriated and reencoded to fit within the registers that affirm local sovereignty and promote the favorable accommodations of local socio-economic interests with those of the colony." 27 What all of these recent postcolonial analyses suggest is that "appropriation" is potentially a two-way process, one in which exchange and creative response may take place. Whether drawing explicitly on such theories or not, the essays in this special issue avoid the reductive model whereby every act of appropriation must be one of imposed power. They break away from definitions of appropriation as influence or simple one-way transmission to explore the complex processes by which spaces, objects, and other "cultural expressions" are brought to represent something different from their original purposes, and they emphasize the diversity of forms and effects that appropriation can have.
The essays in the volume put the emphasis as much on process as on content, on "production" rather than on "produit," on "énonciation" instead of on "énoncé," as Antoine Compagnon puts it in his study of "citation." 28 Although quotation might seem to be a most uncreative strategy, Compagnon's analysis reverses this common assumption to show how, in fact, "le travail de la citation ne diffère pas du jeu du language en général" [the work of quotation does not differ from the play of language in general]. 29 He chooses a quotation from Maurice Blanchot for the epigraph to his book: "Ce qu'il importe, ce n'est pas de dire, c'est de redire et, dans cette redite, de dire chaque fois encore une première fois" [What counts is not to say, but to say again, and in this repetition to turn each time into a first time]. 30 Thus, for Compagnon, citation becomes emblematic of the production of the text and the operations of language in general, but couldn't his insight be extended to include all cultural expression? Even as it uses previous materials, appropriation in its play of improvisation similarly generates new meanings for a new context. However varied those new meanings might be, what all these essays show is that appropriation is aimed at creating and/or consolidating identity, and in the examples discussed here the identity is always a collective one. Traditional literary studies, art history, and other disciplines tended to focus on cases in which individuals deliberately constructed their own identities, a model that is somewhat anachronistic for the medieval period, resting as it does on modern notions of individuality, authorship, and artistic genius. While not denying that such cases of individual self-construction exist for earlier centuries, this volume takes up the more typical cases in which appropriation contributes to the formation of collective identities such as those of nation, town, family, gender, and cult.
A recurrent paradigm in the articulation of identity is the adoption of someone else's history for one's own, a paradigm familiar to us from the cultural theories discussed above. Rhonda Knight explores the way that the English writer Robert Mannyng of Brunne produces a national identity in the fourteenth century by translating Latin and Anglo-Norman chronicles, acts of translation that appropriate the histories of others (the Irish, the Britons) for England. Mannyng's account of the magical translation of Stonehenge from Ireland to Salisbury Plain shows how artifact appropriation is an instance of "cannibal culture," that is, the consumption and transformation of "foreign symbols and artifacts into images that come to epitomize the values and even the identity of the appropriating culture." 31 Knight's analysis does raise questions, however, about the contemporary concept of appropriation, which seems to assume stable, coherent, unitary "cultures" that can come into contact and conflict. She also asks if it is appropriation if the transgressed culture is largely fictional.
Victor Scherb's survey of the vicissitudes of the Gog and Magog figures shows how a historical sequence of identities depended on them as referents for the alien or other, against which a group could define itself. Throughout Scherb's essay, the construction of ethnic identity is paramount: "Although their role changes over time, the myths of Gog and Magog contribute to the formation of a uniquely Western and, eventually, English consciousness." What changes is the exact nature of the group whose identity is at stake: Hebrews, early Christians, the English nation, local English communities, London civic authorities, the mercantile classes. Also shifting is what precisely Gog and Magog represent: hostile tribes, cannibals and other bestial beings, giants, instruments of Satan, barbarian hordes, the Jews, a Saracen knight, a mountain. Finally, Scherb observes how the relation between the group and Gog and Magog evolves from a fully marginal other to a domesticated giant who, in urban spectacles, is welcomed at the heart of the urban space. 32 The transformations of Gog and Magog emphasize the point that appropriation is not a one-time act but that it tends to be a continuing process, one in which the appropriated objects may be radically transformed while triggering new and different appropriations -a fluidity not theorized within a strict cultural studies model of appropriation.
Claire Sponsler's essay "In Transit" calls attention to the dynamic quality of appropriation, that cultural meanings must be understood as being in circulation. Her analysis of relics draws on theories of Grant McCracken and Patrick Geary to suggest that medieval relics acquired meaning primarily through this creative process of exchange that continually revalidated and reinterpreted their power. "Only so long as the relic was repeatedly consumed and appropriated, made over into a powerful ritual object, did it retain its value. By appropriating the saint's relic, a community thus produced that cult object."
What Victor Scherb's and Randon Jerris's essays show is how such fluid chains of appropriation often extend across long periods of time. Scherb traces the myth of Gog and Magog from the Bible to the seventeenth century, while Jerris explores the cultic appropriation of the Alpine landscape through millennia. The familiar models of cultural appropriation outlined in the first half of this introduction do not fully acknowledge a diachronic dimension to appropriation, but this volume's focus on the processes of appropriation enables us to follow the unfolding of these phenomena in their complexity, observing what changes and what remains the same. Jerris's analysis of three stages in the appropriation of Alpine sites reveals that, although the cultic contexts change, from prehistoric, to Roman, to Christian, the process by which a landscape is sanctified remains the same. The resulting layering of cultures is certainly complex-as calendrical and agricultural indigenous cults coexisted with Roman polytheism, or as Christian churches were built on Roman settlements or pagan astronomical sites -but the cultural work performed by the topography is surprisingly unchanged. Scherb's essay also shows how the multiform quality of the Gog and Magog myth had the power to serve a variety of cultural agendas and remained compelling as symbolic material for centuries. The appropriated objects, whether myth or mountain, are treated as potent tools for constructing identity and their continuing appropriation manifests their symbolic efficacy. By taking a diachronic approach, we can perceive the processes by which a symbol accrues power or -in Bourdieu's term, cultural capital -and is ripe for appropriation for a new purpose. 33 In another example of appropriation of powerful symbols, Joëlle Rollo-Koster maps out the creation and development in fourteenth-century Avignon of convents of repentent prostitutes, the Repenties. This casestudy shows how a rejected and marginal group appropriated established cultural constructs-the monastic rule, the model of Mary Magdalene, and urban topography-to become a fully accepted group in their new identity as nuns. The order was originally established through male ecclesiastical patronage who used the monastic rule and the figure of Mary Magdalene in what can be seen as an attempt to control female sexuality. However, what Rollo-Koster also shows is the agency of the Repenties themselves in exploiting these cultural possibilities to empower their order and, indeed, their active manipulation of urban space to assert their social status.
The cultural appropriation demonstrated in this example flows not just from male authorities to the repentent prostitutes, but also in the opposite direction, with the Repenties engaging actively in the process. The final episode in Rollo-Koster's account, in which we see the Repenties acquiring property at the center of Avignon, marks their successful negotiation within their culture, the result of which is that a marginalized female group was able to claim a place literally at the center of society. The obvious and independent strategies of appropriation exhibited by the nuns might be considered acts of resistance within a postcolonial theoretical interpretation, but here the interests of the powerful and the powerless are not necessarily at odds; instead, they converge toward the ultimate goal of validating the order of the Repenties.
Processes of appropriation have a powerful diachronic dimension, as we have seen, but they also have a spatial dimension that must be acknowledged. The insertion of the Repenties at the heart of Avignon is proof that their strategies of identity-building have been successful. Often the first act of appropriation is one of picking a site in which the new identity can be displayed. In a colonial situation the imperialistic invaders simply take over the territory of the other culture. In a postcolonial situation the contact zone between cultures becomes a space where languages, discourses, and other cultural expressions mingle conflictually. Our essays suggest a more nuanced view of spatial appropriation in which the exercise of power is not always aggressive. Randon Jerris's account of the history of Alpine settlement undercuts any notion of violent encounters, showing instead that diverse societies and belief systems were able to coexist in the same space. 34 The precision with which space can be appropriated is remarkable. Colonized space is usually represented as undifferentiated space, but what Véronique Plesch's essay shows is how we might read the Arborio site as involving multiple appropriations of location, each thoroughly meaningful. San Sebastiano's inscriptions are placed on paintings of saints, within a confraternity chapel, which itself is located at the periphery of town -all three highly significant spatial choices. Furthermore, the inscriptions are incised into the frescoes, and this too reveals the intensity of the desire to merge with that locus. As a result, the saints and the confraternity chapel retain their devotional power even as a secular and civic message is inscribed in them. The original meanings of that religious location are not obliterated by the addition of the inscriptions recording the town's chronicle. In fact, there appears to be a vital dialogue between inscriptions and environment, which creates a new discourse meant to consolidate and defend Arborio's threatened identity.
The productive synergy between the appropriated site and the new function that we see in Plesch's study offers a contrast to the coexistent, but not interactive, discourses found in appropriated Books of Hours discussed by Kathleen Ashley. Family records newly inscribed in these devotional books fill the margins and blank end-sheets, but there is very little dialogue between the two discourses of religious devotion and bourgeois family history. The two simply cohabitate in the same book space, just as pagan and Christian cultic practices coexisted in Randon Jerris's Churraetia in the Alps. In neither example does the juxtaposition of discourses from separate spheres lead to conflict. Nevertheless, while the liturgical materials of the Books of Hours remain fixed, the ever-increasing volume of family data in the margins eventually, over generations, endows these books with a primary function as consolidator of genealogical history and hence of the family's claim to the new upper-class social identity.
The analysis above suggests that, in order to produce a new identity, what must be articulated is a set of parameters which defines the entity by giving it a specific location in time and space. Our focus on processes of appropriation has suggested the importance of the diachronic dimension, since acts of appropriation unfold through time, allowing for multiple mutations and transformations. Focusing on the synchronic dimension reveals the spectrum of appropriation, from situations in which almost nothing is retained of an original meaning and/or function to those in which an original continues virtually unchanged.
As an example of the first, Claire Sponsler describes the Coke bottle thrown out of the Western airplane in the movie The Gods Must Be Crazy. The significance and function of the Coke bottle in Western culture is unavailable to the Bushmen, denizens of an isolated culture who assign the bottle an entirely new set of meanings and uses. At the other end of the spectrum we could imagine a liturgical object that changes hands but continues to be used for its original intended function within a largely similar religious context. The ends of the spectrum might be considered ideal cases or logical abstractions in our model of appropriation. 35 In between the extremes of no retained meaning/use and completely retained meaning/use lies a wide range of possible combinations, a range that the essays in this volume explore and that conforms more nearly to the practices of appropriation in the real world. Bricolage, a concept defined by Lévi-Strauss and used by Hebdige and Gilroy to analyze the use of symbols by subcultures, might be next to the Coke bottle end of the spectrum, in that the cultural materials of the dominant society are resourcefully and freely refashioned for the subcultural context with little reference to the source's original purpose. However, Sponsler points out that bricolage is a technique of appropriation useful to the powerful in society as wellas her example of the Lancastrian construction of a text of the Canterbury Tales suggests. The medieval Books of Hours appropriated by the bourgeoisie in the sixteenth century to function as family record books, while perhaps retaining some of the associations of Books of Hours, are closer to the bricolage end of the spectrum. The Avignon example of the Repenties seems closer to the other end, where Certeau's concept of the consumer readapting already meaning-laden cultural materials might apply. Both the male founders of the order and the female penitents adopt and adapt religious rules and myths to a new purpose of identity-building, but without changing the meaning of those discourses. The chapel wall paintings of saints inscribed with local events by Arborio's townsfolk over centuries-in a process where the original devotional purpose virtually fuses with the new social purpose-perhaps illustrates the midpoint in our spectrum.
Keeping this spectrum in mind when discussing examples of appropriation should mitigate the tendency to apply one reductive model of the process and of its effects. The metaphor of the one-time event of appropriation simply cannot capture the richness of cultural process involved. Michel Butor has described individual products as being only knots within a larger cultural fabric: L'oeuvre d'un individu est une sorte de noeud qui se produit à l'intérieur d'un tissu culturel au sein duquel l'individu se trouve non pas plongé mais apparu. L'individu est, dès l'origine, un moment de ce tissu culturel. Aussi bien, une oeuvre est-elle toujours une oeuvre collective. 36 [The work of an individual is a kind of a knot that occurs within a cultural fabric in which the individual is not immersed but appears. The individual is, from the origin, a moment of this cultural fabric. Likewise, a work is always a collective work.]
To follow Butor's metaphor, one could say that the processes of appropriation are the threads that run through cultural fabrics. As warp and weft they extend vertically and horizontally -diachronically and synchronicallyand are the indispensable constitutive elements that generate surface, density, and texture; in short, they are culture.
Notes
The topic chosen for this special issue, "The Cultural Processes of 'Appropriation,' " was the thematic focus of the 1998 annual meeting of the New England Medieval Association, held in Portland, Maine and sponsored by the Maine Medieval Association-an informal consortium of colleagues from Bates, Bowdoin, and Colby Colleges, and from the Universities of Maine and Southern Maine. Despite the varied disciplines of participants, the theme of appropriation generated discussions that were thought-provoking and truly interdisciplinary. Although only two of the essays included in this special issue began as presentations at the conference, this volume is meant to continue that intellectual excitement in print. Friedman comments dryly on the methods by which Kristeva put forth her own theories under the guise of discussing a male critic, Bakhtin: "Feminist critics might readily recognize the gender inflection of Kristeva's self-authorizing strategy, one she uses often: to propose her own theories, she presents a 'reading' of some (male) precursor or fellow writer, a re-reading in which her attribution of ideas to a male master screens the introduction of her own ideas. This 'mis-reading,' to invoke Harold Bloom's term, does not eliminate the other, but rather borrows his authority from the position of disciple. Intertextuality was paradoxically born under the guise of influence" (147 
